Aurone as promising human pancreatic lipase inhibitors through in silico study
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Abstract: In this study, 82 aurone compounds, a subclass of flavonoids were investigated towards to human pancreatic lipase inhibitory activity. Molecular docking of the aurones was done successfully into the catalytic position of lipase (Pdb: 1LPB) using AutoDock Vina software 1.5.7.rc1. The results showed that 62 compounds interacted well with residues in the catalytic trial Ser152-Asp176-His263 and Phe77 of protein 1LPB. In particular, A32 was selected as the best binding compound (docking score: -10.6 kcal.mol⁻¹) and suitable for oral drug following the 5-Lipinski rule. Combining the results of docking and molecular dynamics simulation of A32- protein complex during 10 ns, this study performed that the A32 compound bound well and formed a stable complex with 1LPB protein. Therefore, the A32 compound was considered as the lead compound which could be synthesized and tested for pancreatic lipase inhibitor.
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1. Introduction

Obesity is considered as a complex disease, with a variety of factors and causes, in which the most commonly is an unreasonable diet and unhealthy lifestyle leading to an imbalance between energy supplement and energy consumption in the body [1]. It opens up the way for for the obesity drug research, which is the inhibition of fat hydrolysis of human pancreatic lipase (HPL). Cause, HPL along with co-factors Colipase and Ca²⁺, play a main role in the process digestion and absorption of fat. HPL hydrolyzes 50 - 70% of the total fat from the food, so inhibiting HPL will significantly reduce the amount of absorbed fat [2, 3].

Nowadays, many in silico models are being applied to finding potential bioactive compounds for the treatment of obesity [2, 4, 5-7]. These models made the new drug research more clearly oriented and helped to save both cost and time. Besides that, there is a need to develop new drugs having fewer side effects and more safety, specifically taking from natural compounds for HPL inhibitory activities. The results have discovered natural compounds belonging to many different groups of structures such as saponins, alkaloids, carotenoids, flavonoids that inhibited HPL enzyme [2, 4]. In particular, flavonoids with subclasses such as flavone, flavonole, chalcone have been extensively studied and the researches obtained many good HPL inhibition results with the IC₅₀ values determined as Licochalcone A (IC₅₀ 35 µg/ml) [5], Galangin (IC₅₀ 48.20 mg/ml) [6], Hesperidin (IC₅₀ 32 µg/ml) [7], etc.
Aurone (Figure 1) (IUPAC name is 2-benzylidene-1-benzofuran-3(2H)-one) is a potential subclass of flavonoid. Aurone plays an important role in the pigmentation of some type of flowers and fruits, which is typically bright yellow. They are also found in bark, wood, and leaves. Aurone is considered being phytoalexin, which is used by plants as a defense mechanism against infections. Aurone is often found in some species of the Scrophulariaceae and Compositae families [8, 9]. Many of the biological effects of aurone derivatives have been studied and published as anticancer, anti-inflammatory, antifungal, antibacterial, anti-malarial, anti-hepatitis B, anti-oxidant, etc [10]. However, the inhibition HPL ability of aurone compounds has not been studied, therefore this study conducted molecular docking of aurone derivatives to human pancreatic lipase protein (PDB ID: 1LPB) and investigated the molecular dynamics simulation of the best binding derivative, that contributes to expanding on the HPL potential inhibition of aurone compounds.

![Structure of aurone frame](image)

R, R': OH, OMe, CH3, halogen, etc

Figure 1. Structure of aurone frame

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Protein

The 3D structure of the lipase-colipase complex has a crystalline ligand in the catalytic cavity (PDB ID: 1LPB) which was retrieved from Protein Data Bank (https://www.rcsb.org). The lipase chain has 449 amino acids, including N-terminal from amino acids 1 to 335 and C-terminal from amino acids 336 to 449, which were attached to colipase. The protein is a crystalline structure with its ligand methoxy undecyl phosphonic acid (MUP). MUP binds and creates bonds with the catalytic cavity of HPL including the hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) with Phe77, Leu153, His263 and the covalent bonds with Ser152 [3, 11-14].

From the retrieved protein structure, protein chains binding with co-crystallization ligands were identified and extracted, and also added polarized hydrogens by AutoDock Tools 1.5.7rc1.

2.2. Ligand

The test compounds consisted of 82 aurone derivatives (symbols A1 to A82) collected from scientific papers investigating the biological effects of aurone derivatives [10, 15-20]. The 2D structures of these compounds were drawn by ISIS Draw 2.5 program and formatted in the MOL file. All 2D structures were converted to 3D structures and they were minimized energies with the YASARA Energy Minimization server (https://www.yasara.org).

2.3. Molecular docking

Molecular docking is a method to predict the structure and spatial orientation of one molecule when attached to another molecule to make the most stable complex. There are three common types of
docking: rigid docking, flexible docking, and full flexible docking. A process that simulates ligand and protein binding will involve two basic steps: sampling and scoring [21, 22]. The molecular docking process was implemented by AutoDock Vina software version 1.1.2 [21]. The binding site parameters (x: 8,431; y: 24,417; z: 52,623) and the docking box dimensions (18x18x18 Å) were determined through the re-docking of co-crystallization ligand in the catalytic cavity. The results of molecular docking were evaluated through the criteria of binding structure, binding energy, possible interactions between ligand and residues of the protein.

2.4. Five-Lipinski rule

The five-Lipinski rule evaluates a chemical compound, which has a defined chemical and physical property, capable of being researched into an oral drug when it violates no more than one of the following criteria:

- No more than 5 H-bond donors (the sum of NHs and OHs)
- No more than 10 H-bond acceptors (the sum of Ns and Os)
- Log P is less than 5
- MWT less than 500 Da [23]

2.5. Molecular dynamics simulation (MDs)

MDs investigates durability and motion of components (atoms, molecules, particles, etc.) under the influence of environments such as temperature, pressure, and solvent. MDs have performed on the theoretical basis that Newton’s second law describes the classical motion of atoms:

\[ \vec{F}_i = m_i \vec{a}_i \]  
(1)

(where \( \vec{F}_i \) is force on the atom, \( m_i \) is mass of the atom, and \( \vec{a}_i \) is the atom’s accelerator) [24].

GROMACS 2018.01 software was used for the MDs of protein without ligand (apoprotein) and protein-ligand complex. From the result of docking, choosing the best configuration of the best binding compound and then adding hydrogen to it by Avogadro ver 1.2.0n software were done. The topology of the ligand structure was created by CGENFF with force field CHARMM36. The test system was put in a simulation box and placed it 1.0 nm from the box edge, which was a 12 surface polyhedron and contained the water solvent of the TIP3P model. Na+ and Cl- ions were added to the system to balance the charge. The process of energy minimization taken place to eliminate the negative interactions in the system. The system was balanced under the “isothermal-isobaric” conditions NVT (N: number of particles, V: volume and T: temperature 300K) and NPT (N: number of particles, P: pressure 1 bar and T: temperature 300K). Berendsen thermostat and Parrinello-Rahman barostat were used to maintain the temperature and pressure. This equilibrium process lasted 1000 ps for each NVT and NPT system. The system were run MDs for 10 ns, at a temperature of 300 °K, and pressure of 1 bar.

The result was recorded every 0.01 ns and evaluated through RMSD (Root-mean-square deviation), RMSF (Root-mean-square fluctuation), Rg (Radius of gyration) and SASA (Solvent-accessible surface area). The parameters were calculated by software GROMACS, VMD version 1.9.3 [25] and were represented as a chart by Microsoft Excel 2016.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Molecular docking

The 82 aurone derivatives were successfully bond to the catalytic cavity with the docking score ranging from -10.6 kcal.mol\(^{-1}\) to -7.4 kcal.mol\(^{-1}\). Of these, 62 compounds were classified into group A. Group A created hydrogen bond with residues in the catalyst trial Ser152-Asp176-His263 and Phe77, which played an important role in the fat hydrolysis activity of pancreatic lipase enzyme. The remaining 20 compounds did not interact with the important residues, which were classified into group B.

62 compounds of group A were classified into 7 subgroups according to their similar structure and position (Table 1, 2).

### Table 1. Subgroups 1A, 2A, 3A of group A in aurone compounds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subgroup</th>
<th>Structure frame of subgroup</th>
<th>Substituents</th>
<th>Compound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1A</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Structure frame" /></td>
<td>R: The aromatic ring with multi-function group</td>
<td>3 compounds: A32, A74, A75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Structure frame" /></td>
<td>R: CH3, OMe, halogen</td>
<td>3 compounds: A1, A5, A6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3A-a</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Structure frame" /></td>
<td>R: alkyl, OH, OMe</td>
<td>7 compounds: A12, A14-15, A26, A33, A42, A81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3A-b</td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Structure frame" /></td>
<td></td>
<td>12 compounds: A9-11, A31, A34, A36-40, A46, A78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Subgroup 4A, 5A, 6A, 7A of group A in aurone compounds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subgroup</th>
<th>Structure frame of subgroup</th>
<th>Substituents</th>
<th>Compound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 4A       | ![Structure 4A](image)     | R1: OH, OMe, alkyl oxy  
| 5A       | ![Structure 5A](image)     | R1: OMe, Br, Cl or R2: CH3, Br, Cl | 6 compounds: A60-62, A57-59 |
| 6A       | ![Structure 6A](image)     | R: CH3, OH, OMe, halogen (Br, F, Cl) | 9 compounds: A3-4, A8, A48-49, A63, A77, A80, A82 |
| 7A-a     | ![Structure 7A-a](image)   | R: OH, OMe | 7 compounds: A18, A19, A25, A47, A51, A56, A73 |
| 7A-b     | ![Structure 7A-b](image)   | R: OMe | 3 compounds: A13, A21, A79 |
In general, there are some comments for the compounds of group A:

- 6'-hydroxy-aurone derivatives (subgroup 2A) and 4,6-dihydroxy-aurone (subgroup 3A-a) were more able to interact with the catalytic cavity than other derivatives. Because the hydroxyl substituent (OH) polarized and stayed in a favorable position for creating hydrogen bonding. In the same position, the methoxy substituent (OMe) gained the results not as good as the results of the OH substituents.

- The aromatic ring with multi-function group substituents in position 4 of the benzylidene ring (subgroup 1A) both increased the ability to create bonds and increased the length of the structure but did not hinder the compound binding to the catalytic cavity.

- The compounds had the small substituents (OH, CH3, OMe, halogen) in the benzylidene ring (subgroup 6A), whose the results of docking were not much different than the results of docking aurone frame.

Subgroup 1A (Table 1): The docking scores were the best. Especially, compound A32 with a docking score of -10.6 kcal.mol$^{-1}$ was the lowest in the subgroup 1A and the lowest among all test compounds. The substituent at 4' of the benzylidene ring increased the length of the structure, pushing the aurone's benzofuran frame to slide out of the catalytic cavity, away from the main residues, so the hydrogen bonds with residues Ser152 and His263 were created by oxygen ether at the 4' position of the benzylidene ring (Figure 2).

![Figure 2](image-url)

**Figure 2.** The docking results of compound A32 with protein (PDB ID: 1LPB). (A) 2D structure of the A32 compound. (B) A32 in the catalytic cavity of ribbon protein. (C) A32 in the catalytic cavity of the protein. (D) Interactions of A32 with the catalytic cavity: green is hydrogen bonding, purple is hydrophobic interaction.
Subgroup 2A (Table 1): The docking scores of subgroup 2A were nearly as good as subgroup 1A. The OH substituent at position 6’ of the benzylidene ring created an additional hydrogen bond with Ser152.

Subgroup 3A (Table 1): Subgroup 3A had an additional OH substituent at position 4, which could make hydrogen bonds with important residues such as Ser152, Phe77, His263 to increase the interaction with the catalyst cavity. Therefore, the compounds with OH substituent at position 4,6 had better docking scores than those with OMe substituents.

The substituents and their positions of subgroups 4A, 5A, 6A, and 7A (Table 2) did not change the structure of the aurone frame much. Therefore, the compounds of these groups inside the catalytic cavity and their bonds with important residues (Ser152- Asp176- His 263 and Phe77) were made up of the aurone frame.

Subgroup B: Subgroup B consisted of 20 compounds, which did not interact with the important residues (Ser152, His263, Phe77), having structural frame types such as (Table 3)

Table 3. The structural frameworks of group B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subgroup</th>
<th>Compounds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>A16-17, A27-28, A45, A76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>A2, A7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3</td>
<td>A64-65, A67-69, A71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4</td>
<td>A66, A70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B5</td>
<td>A22-24, 72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 showed that the compounds of subgroup B had many adjacent methoxy substituents or the branching substituents, which made the compounds more bulky, difficult to penetrate the catalytic cavity, and did not interact and create bonds with the important residues (Ser152, His163, Phe77).
3.2. A32 compound as the potential compound for the treatment of obesity

In the 82 compounds after carrying out molecular docking, the A32 compound ((Z) -5-chloro-2- (4-((2-(4-methoxyphenyl)-2-oxoethoxy) benzylidene) benzofuran-3(2H) -on) had the best docking result with protein (PDB ID: 1LPB) (docking score: -10.6 kcal.mol⁻¹) and created the bonds with the catalytic trial Ser152-Asp176-His263 and Phe77. According to 5-Lipinski rule, the structure of A32 compound fitted the criteria Table 4, so A32 was suitable for oral drug research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>5-Lipinski rule</th>
<th>A32 compound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H-bond donors</td>
<td>No more 5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-bond acceptors</td>
<td>No more 10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWT</td>
<td>No more 500 Da</td>
<td>420,85 Da</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log P</td>
<td>No more 5</td>
<td>5,15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A complex of protein 1LPB-A32 was selected to run molecular dynamics simulation, which investigated the stability of protein-ligand complex under the influence of the environment.

3.3. Results of molecular dynamics simulation (MDs)

A complex of protein 1LPB-A32 was run molecular dynamics simulation in 10 ns. At the same condition, the protein without ligand A32 (apoprotein) was also conducted MDs to compare with the results of protein-ligand complex. The results were analyze following the parameters:

3.3.1. Stability of protein during dynamics simulation (RMSD: Root-mean-square deviation)

The protein structure of the complex with the A32 ligand was more stable than apoprotein in 10 ns of MDs. When starting to 7ns, the RMSD value of the protein in the complex ranged from 1.0 Å to 2.5 Å. After 7 ns, the protein in the complex became more stable with the amplitude fluctuated about 1.0 Å (from 1.0 Å to 2.0 Å). (Figure 3)

3.3.2. Fluctuation of residues during MDs (Root-mean-square fluctuation- RMSF)

The amino acids of apoprotein fluctuated more than the residues of proteins in the complex with A32. Amino acids in the binding region, which created interaction with A32 ligand, had relatively stable with the RMSF value less than 2.0 Å. Especially, residues Ser152, His263, and Phe77 all had RMSF less than 1.0 Å (Figure 4)

Figure 3. RMSD value of protein backbone (PDB ID: 1LPB) during 10 ns of MDs. Blue is the protein in protein-A32 complex, orange is apoprotein.
Figure 4. The RMSF value of protein 1LPB during 10 ns of MDs. (A) RMSF value of residues in protein. (B) RMSF value of residues in the binding region. Blue is a protein-A32 complex and orange is apoprotein.

3.3.3. Stability of ligand in MDs (RMSD, RMSF)

After 2 ns, the RMSD value of ligand had an amplitude of oscillation about 0.5 Å (from 0.5 Å to 1.0 Å), showing that the structure of ligand A32 ligand was always stable during 10 ns of MDs. The RMSF value of all atoms in the ligand A32 was less than 1 Å. Especially, O2 and O3 atoms were the main atoms in creating hydrogen bonds with Ser152 and His263, whose RMSF values were respectively 0.4 Å and 0.7 Å. The data demonstrated O2 atoms created bonds with protein more stable than O3 atom (Figure 5)

Figure 5. Stability of ligand A32 in complex with protein 1LPB during 10 ns of MDs. (A) RMSD value of ligand A32. (B) RMSF heavy chain atoms of ligand A32. (C) The 2D structure of A32 has atomic numbering.
3.3.4. Occupancies of hydrogen bonds between protein 1LPB and the A32 ligand

The occupancies of hydrogen bonds between the A32 ligand and protein 1LPB, which were determined by VMD software (d ≤ 3.5 Å and α ≤ 120° [26]). The hydrogen bonds with residues His263 and Phe77 had high expression occupancy, respectively 98.60% and 88.72%. Especially, the occupancy of hydrogen bonding with Ser152 was up to 100.00%. The data proved that the A32 ligand bound well and stable in the catalytic cavity of the HPL during 10 ns of MDs and always interacted with Ser152. The results showed that the compound A32 had potential inhibiting HPL.

3.3.5. Radius of gyration (Rg)

During 10 ns of the process dynamics simulation, the Rg value of the protein in the complex with A32 and apoprotein were average about 2.6 nm, which presented that the protein retained a stable structure during MDs (Figure 6).

![Figure 6](image)

**Figure 6.** The radius of gyration (Rg) of protein 1PLB during 10 ns of MDs. (A) Rg of protein in complex with ligand A32 (protein-A32). (B) Rg of protein without ligands (apo-protein). Rg (black) is the total radius of gyrate of the protein in space, Rgx (red), Rgy (green), Rgz (blue) are the radius of gyrate of the protein around the x, y, z-axis in space.

3.3.6. Solvent-accessible surface area (SASA)

Figure 7 showed that after 1 ns, SASA of the protein in the complex and apoprotein were reached the maximum value, which had the average value respectively 195 nm2 and 200 nm2. Once again the results confirmed that binding with A32 ligand contributed to the structural stability of the protein 1LPB (Figure 7).

![Figure 7](image)

**Figure 7.** The total solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) of the protein 1LPB is a complex form (protein-A32 - blue) and a non-ligand form (apoprotein - orange).
4. Conclusion

![Structure of A32](image)

IUPAC name: (Z)-5-chloro-2-(4-(2-(4-methoxyphenyl)-2-oxoethoxy) benzylidene) benzofuran-3(2H)-one

**Figure 8.** The 2D structure of A32 compound.

Compound A32 (Figure 8) (docking score: 10.6 kcal.mol-1) had the best docking result among 82 aurone derivatives. A32 interacted with the catalytic cavity by hydrogen bonds with Ser152, His151, His263; hydrophobic interaction with Pro180, Phe215, Leu264. A complex of the best binding configuration of A32 with protein 1LPB was run MDs in 10 ns. Combining the molecular docking and MDs, the results showed that A32 compound fitted well into the catalytic cavity of protein 1LPB and maintained the interactions with the catalytic cavity by hydrogen and hydrophobic bonds. Especially, the hydrogen bond with Ser152 was stabilized during the 10 ns MDs, indicating that A32 was a potential compound for resistance to HPL. Therefore A32 compounds could be synthesized and tested in vitro as new inhibitors for the anti-HPL effect.
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